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NETWOIIKSIMULATION USING

THE SIMULATION LANGUAGEFOR ALTERNATEMODELING (SLAM II)

. by Stewart N. T. Shen* and W. Douglas Morris

Abstract

Computersimulationis a widely used techniquefor problemsolving,system

analysis,and design. Many specializedlanguageshave been developedas an aid

to implementingsimulationstudies. The simulationlanguagefor alternative

modeling (SLAMII)isa generalpurposelanguagethat combinesnetwork,discrete

event, and continuousmodelingcapabilitiesin a single languagesystem. The

efficacy of the system'snetworkmodelingis examinedand discussed. Examples

are given of the symbolismthat is used, and an exampleproblemand model are

derived. The resultsare discussedin terms of the ease of programming,special

features,and system limitations. The systemoffers many featureswhich allow

rapid model developmentand providesan informativestandardizedoutput. The

system also has limitationswhich may cause undetectederrors and misleading

reportsunless the user is aware of these programmingcharacteristics.

I. Introduction

SLAM is a FORTRANbased generalpurposesimulationlanguagethat was

introducedin 1979 by Pritsker[I]. The languagewas later enhancedand called

SLAMII [2].

SLAMII provides the network or block type of simulation capability similar

to GPSS[3], thus It allows convenient implementation of many types of simula-

" tion problems. By providingthe capabilityfor discreteevent simulationas in

SIMSCRIPT[4] and SIMULA [5], this allows the user to incorporatecomputations

and logic flows into the simulationthat would not be possibleusing
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network simulation alone. It allows direct calling from the network model to

FORTRAN subroutines and functions under certain situations. Entities, which

correspond to the transactions in GPSS, can be entered into the network by event

routines. This allows the modification in FORTRAN subroutines of the network

status such as the GATE and the RESOURCE, which is slmilar to the FACILITY or

STORAGE in the General Purpose System Simulation (GPSS) language. Thus, at

least conceptually, SLAM II has the power of an event type of slmulation

language and the convenience of a block or network type of slmulation language.

In addition, it allows the flexibility of combining the two different views in a

single simulation.

SLAM II also provides continuous simulatlon capabilities. Continuous simu-

lation may be used in conjunction with discrete simulation in a single model.

This again is an excellent feature.

SLAM II is a relatively new simulation language and has a small user

population, but its popularity is growing and is quite significant.

The discrete event simulation and the continuous simulation capabilities of

SLAM II are similar to other languages but offer the advantage of being used in

conjunction with the network simulation. This paper will concentrate on the

discrete simulation aspect of SLAM II (Version 4, release 3). In particular,

the network modeling capabilities will be reviewed and discussed.

II. N__etw?rkM?dellng with SLAM II

A SLAM network model is a network representation of a process through which

entities flow. Entities are abstract representations of persons or things.
¢

They may be described with attributes. For example, automobiles may be an enti-

ty type with three attributes to describe them: make, year, and model. A SLAM

network consists of nodes and branches. The nodes are the aotlons to be taken.
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Examples are the CREATE node which generates entities; the QUEUE node where an

entity tries to enter a queue; and the ASSIGN node where an entity's passing

through will cause values to be assigned to attributes or variables. The

branches are the representation of the times taken for the activities performed

on the entities or by the entities before reaching other nodes. The time spent

between seizing and releasing a resource, for instancey is represented by a

branch in the network.

As in GPSS, many output reports are either automatic or optional. Hence_

required programming efforts are typically minimal. On the other hand9 elabo-

rate output reports may be custom designed since FORTRAN subroutines and

functions can be called from the network.

I. S_mbolisms in SLAM II network modelinq

Graphic symbols are used to represent the nodes and the branches of the

network. It is recommended that a simulation model be graphically built first

and then be coded in the input statements. Some examples of the symbols and

their corresponding network input statements are given below for the purpose of

illustration.

(I) The CREATE node:



The CREATE statement:

CREATE, TBC, TF, MA, MC, M;

The network input statements all start in column 7 or later with a key word

followed by parameters separated by commas and end with a semlcolon. The CREATE

node generates entities according to the given parameter specification. The

meanings of the parameters of CREATE are given below.

TBC: The interval between succeeding entity generations. It may be a

constant, a SLAM varlable to be defined for each slmulatlon, or a SLAM random

variable whose value to be determined by the system. The default value is -.

TF: The time of the first entity generation. It must be a constant. Its

default value is O.

HA: The time of each generation is marked in the MAth attribute of the

corresponding entity. It must be a positive integer constant. If this

parameter is missing, the generation time is not marked.

MC: The maximum number of entities to be generated from this node. Its

default value is =.

H: The maximum number of activities to be initiated. The default value

is =. Note that there may be several activities, or branches, given after a

node. If M is greater than I, then the entity leaving this node may split into

several to travel through the several appropriate activities independently.

All the parameters of SLAM input statements are position significant. For

example, the third parameter for CREATE would always be interpreted as MA.

(2) The Regular Activity branch:

DUR,PRODor CON])
)



The l_egularActivity statement:

ACTIVITY/A, DUR, PROB or COND, NLBL;

The Regular Activity is used to perform probablistic or conditional
6

testing, to delay for a specified duration, and to route entities to non-

sequential nodes. The parameters are explained below.

A: Index of the activity. It must be between I and 50, inclusive.

Its default is no indexing. Only indexed activities will have statistics

maintained and reported. (The upper limit of 50 may be a serious limitation on

a large simulation study.)

DUB: The duration of the activity. It may be a constant, a SLAH variable,

a SLAM random variable, the next release or generation time of a given CREATE

node, a special stopping time to be set in an event routine, or a user function

call.

PROB: A probability specification, a constant between 0 and I. The sum of

all probabilities of the activities with probabilities eminating from a node

should equal to I.

COND: A logical expression on attributes, SLAM variables, SLAM random

variables, or constants. Its default value is true.

NLBL: The label of a node where the entity may be routed. Lack of a label

causes the entity to be routed to the next node.

(3) [he AWAIT node:



The AWAIT statement:

AWAIT (IFL/QC), RLBL/UR or GLBL, BLOCK or BALK (NLBL), M;

The AWAIT node stores entities on a file until the corresponding gate

opens or the corresponding resource has enough units for serving one entity on

the file. In the later case, an entity will leave the node only when sufficient

units of the resource become available. These units of resource are eonsldered

seized immedlately and become temporarlly unavailable to other entitles.

The meanings of the parameters are given below.

IFL: The file number of the file to store the entities. It must be a

positive integer constant less than or equal to the maximum number of files

declared on the LIMITS card. (The LIMITS card will be 111ustrated later.)

QC: A constant representing the capacity of the AWAIT node. When this

number of entities are stored in file IFL, no more entities may enter the AWAIT

node until after some entities have left.

RLBL/UR or GLBL: The corresponding resource RLBL or gate GLBL. In ease of

resource, UR is the number of units of the resource required by the entity.

BLOCK or BALK (NLBL): If an entity cannot enter the AWAIT node, then the

entity is BLOCKed, thus holdlng up the resource activity it comes from; the

entity BALKs and leaves for the node with label NLBL; or the entity is destroyed

from the system if neither BLOCK nor BALK is speoifled. Note that BALK and

BLOCK are key words.

M: The maximum number of aetlvlties which the entity may split up and then

pass through. It is the same as the M in CREATE.

2. Sample Simulation Problem and Model

A sample simulation model may best illustrate the SLAM II network concept.

Consider the followlng hypothetical problem.



Space shuttle orbiters are delivered to a service hanger every 30 time

units and a total of five are to be delivered. The service hanger has a service

capaclty of two orbiters simultaneously. The processing time at the service

hanger is in normal distribution with mean of five time units and standard devl-
e

ation of one time unit. There is one orbiter transporter available to move an

orbiter from the hanger to the launch pad. The transportation time is 0.5 tlme

unit. The orbiter transporter becomes available at the service hanger again in

one time unit after the orbiter has arrived at the launch pad and the launch pad

is available for mounting the orbiter. Further processing on the orbiter at the

launch pad is one tlme unit for the first simulation and 1.5 time units for the

second simulatlon. The Shuttle has to walt for a launch window to open before

it can be launched. The window opens for 0.5 time unit then closes for one

time, unit. Thls situation repeats contlnuously. The launch takes a negligible

amount of time and the travel time in space is in exponentlal distribution with

mean of four time units in the first simulation and five time units in the

second simulation. The landing takes a negllgible tlme9 and the orbiter is sent

right back to the service hanger for reprocesslng. This whole operation is to

be examined for a period of 500 time units. Do the simulation twice with the

changes mentioned above. A schematic of the system is shown In Figure 1.

The graphic representation of the SLAM II simulation model consists of two

disjoint networks as given in Figures 2 and 3.
4

The SLAM II model in Input statements is given in Figure 4. Lines 4

, through 32 are the network Input statements. Comments are glven on the right-

hand side of the listing. Some further explanatlons are given in Section 3.
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HETUORK !: ORBITER OPERATIONS
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Figure 2 - Orbiter operation network.



NETUORK 2: LQUHCH [JZHDOUOPERATION
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Figure 3 - Launch wtndow network.
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i GiN,SHiN & MORRIS,HYPOTHETICAL 55S4,6/18/82,2;
• _ LIMITS,4,2, iO;

3 NETWORK;
4 RESOURCE/TRANSP(1),e; Ct_E ORBITER TRANSP,UAITIHGS ON FILE 2
5 RESOURCE/PAD(I),3; ONE LAUNCH PAD, UAITING5 OH FILE 3
6 GATE/WIND,OPEH,4; WINDOW15 A GATE, INITIALLY OPEH,
? ; _AiTIH_S OH FILE A
8 LAI CREATE,30,Q,I,S; CREATES ORBITERS EVERY 30 TIME UNITS,
9 ; MAXI_UN S UNITS, MARK ATTRIBUTE 1
I0 HNGQ QUEUE(i); EHTER QUEUE FOR HANGER,WAIT ON FILE i
11 ACT(2)/1,RNORM(5.,1.); REPROCESSORBITER, CAP 2 SERVERS,
t2 ; DURATION IS HORHAL DISTRIBUTION
13 LAB A_AIT(2/I),TRAHSP/I,BLOCK; WAIT OH FILE e FOR OHE TRANSP, CAP i,
14 ; BLOCK HE_IE_TITY OH PREU!OU5 ACTIUIT
15 ; IF CAPACITY ALREADY REACHED
16 ACT/2,_.5; _OUE TO LUNCH PAD, _.5 TIME UNIT
17 LA3 A_AIT(3),PAD/1; gAIT OH.FILE 3 FOR O_E PAD
18 ACT/3,1,,FREM; OHE TIME UHIT TO RETURH TRAHSP
19 ACT/4,XX(1),,MATUN; XX(1) TitlE UNITS TO PROCESS OH PAD,
20 ; _AIT FOR UIHDOU
2t _ FREM FREE,TRANSP/I; RETUE_S TRANSP TO H_HGER ..
22 LA4 TER_IHATE; DESTROY DU_Y ENTITY
23 UATUN AUAIT(4),UIND; WAIT FOR UIHDOU TO OPEN
24 LAS FREE,P_D/1; PAD BECOMESAVAILABLE
25 ACT/S,EXPON(XX(2)),,HMGQ; LAUNCH, TRAVEL IN 5FACE, AND RETURH
26 ; DURATIOH EXPOHENTiAL TIME
.27 LAG CREATE; GENERATES DUM_V ENTITY TO OPEN AND '
2B ; CLOSE THE UEATHER WINDOU
2g OPWH OPEH,UIND; UINDO_ OPENED
30 ACT/6,O.5; LENGTH OF WINDOWOPEN
31 LA7 CLOSE,UIHD; QIHDOU CLOSED
32 ACT/7,1.,,OPUN; LENGTH OF WINDOWCLOSED, BACK TO'OPEN
33 ENDNETUORK;
34 IHITIALIZE,_,S08; _
35 MONTR,TRACE,O,le_,I;
36 INTLC,XX(1)'I.,XX(_)'4.;
37 SIMULATE;

38 MONTR,TRACE,Q,I_O,1;
39 Ir_TLC,XX(1),I.S,XX(2)-5.;
4e FIH_

Figure 4 - SLAM II model of the hypothetical system.



). The Control Statements

To execute the SLAMII network model requlres some additional control

statements. Lines 1, 2, and 3, and ltnes )) through 40 are such statements.

Line 1, or the GENstatement, gives the author, project name, the date, and the

number of slmuIatlons. Line 2, the LIMITS statement, gives the maximum number

of flies used, the Iargest number of attributes per entity, and the maximum

number of concurrent entities in aIl flies. Line 3, the NETWORK statement,

indicates the start of the network statements. Line 33, the END NETWORK

statement, indicates the end of the network statements. Llne 34, the INITIALIZE

statement, gives the beginning and the ending times of the slmuIatlon. Line 35,

the MONTR statement, requests a trace of the slmuIatlon from time 0 through tlme

100 wlth the first attribute of each entity (which is the time when the entity

was created) printed In the trace. Llne 36, the INTLC statement, InitlaIlzes

the SLAM varlabIes for the slmuIatlon run. Line 37, the SIMULATE statement,

instructs the SLAM II system to perform a slmuIatlon run with the information

given so far. Lines 38 and 39 are for the next slmuIatlon run. Line 40, the

FIN statement, Is equivaIent to SIMULATE except it Is required for the iast

slmuiatlon run. Some of the control statements aiIow addltlonaI parameters for

other possibilities, which have not been described.

4. Slmuiatlon output

Two separate slmuIatlon runs were made, but onIy the output of the first

run is given in Figure 5. To further conserve space, only a partial list of the

trace report ts given. It is recommended that a reader with no previous

experience in network or block type of simulation language should follow the

trace carefully to see how entities flow in the network. °

The output ts quite self-explanatory. In the trace, TNOWis the clock

tlme. The first attribute of each entity is displayed in the trace. It Is the

entity creation time and can be used to help Identify an entity.
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SLAM ECHO REPORT

._IMULATIOHPROJECT.HYPOTH.=.TIC_L_$$4 BY SHaH & RORRIS

bATE 6/'18/_-g_2 RUH HVP.ER $ OF 2

SLAR UERSIOHJAM 79

GEHERAL.OPTIONS

PR:HT IH_UT STATErE_T$ (ZLIST}: YES
PRIHT ECHOREPORT(IECHO): YES
EXECUTESI_LATIOHS (IXO?): YES
PRINT IhTE_E_IATE RESULTSHEA:INO (IPIRH): YES
PRINT SuR_ARYREPORT{IS_RY}: YES

LIMITS ON FILES

MAXI_ HUMBER OF USER FILES (_FILg)I 4
_AXZMUM N_M_E_ OF USER ATTribUTES :_ATR]I 2
_AXI_U_ HUM_[R OF COHCURREhT EHTRIES (_NTRY)$ le

,-., FILE _U_ARY

FILE INITIAL RAMKIH_
_U_BE_ £HTRIES CRITERIG_

1 e " =IFO
2 e FIFO
3 e FI;O
4 Q FIFO

RAfl_)/'I _UMBERSTRE_RS.

S_R£_ SEED REI_ITIALIXATIOH
_ HUMBER VALUE OF STRE_

1 1243g?B_g_e_7 PO
2 34671_3ZG323g HO
3 7_44_614_91 HO
4 I_17g_32%3_£23 HO

6 14_5;S_;_5;4S HO

a ISe47777_;72S HO
9 2279947_7_79:7 HO

I_ITI_LIZATIOHGP_OHS

_E_IN_INO TlnE OF SI_ULATIOH (T_E;): e.
EXDl_O Tl_ O; 51_JLA':G_ (TTPIH): ,S00_E+03
STATISTICAL _R_Av5 CL{A;[_ (jj_LR)_ YES
b_RIABLE5 IN:TI_L:ZE_ {JjV_R]: YES
FILE_ INITIAL=Z_3 (JJ¢:L3: _ES

Figure 5 - Simulation output.



HSET/OSET 5TOR_GE ALLOCATiO_

DIMENSION OR BSET/_SET :_SET), 5800
_O_DS ALLC=ATED TO =ILI_S SV_TE_: _0
UORD5 ALLCCeTE_ TO I_E_ED LIST "AG5: e
_ORDS 6LLC_TE_ _0 hETU_RK: 23B
UORD5 QVAILA3LE FORPLOTS/T_DLES* 47_

ii INPUT ERRO;S DETECTED: e
I

EXECUTION_ILL _E A?TEPPTED
I xx:hTE_EDZ_TE RZSULTSZt

StArt?RACE BEQII.{_INGAT ?HO_, 0.

MO_EARRIVAL REGULARACTIVITY SUmmarY
TMO_ JEV_T CURRENT ATTR:2uTE BUFFER ............................

L_BEL TYPE I_EX DURATION _h_ HODE

Q. LA: CFE_TE e.
e, Hr_GQGIE_E e.

e. OPUM OPE_ e.

? .1.e_ 0PUH
.150_£+01 OPUNCPEH e.

6 .5_a LA7
.2_eeE+Ol LA? CLCSE _.

? 1,e_oe OP_H
.2_5eE+0t LA2 AWAIT e.

.se_ LA3
• 3_eE*Ol 0PUN 0PEN _.

6 ._3ee tAT
.31SeE-el LAg AUA:T e.

3 i.eQ_9 FREM
4 i.¢oe_ UATU

.3BeeE*et tA? CLOSE ¢.
7 1.0_ OPeN

.41_eE+_1 F;E_ FREE e.
,4150E+_! L_4 TER_ O.
•41_gE+01 UATU_L_IT 0,
.4S_E+_! OPUHCPE_ O.

G .seao tAT
•4S_3E+el LA5 FREE O.

5 _.g_30 H_iO_

.go_E-e: O;U_ OPEr_ _.

._3{'_*0_ L__ CLO_Z {:.

Figure 5 (Continued)



.?5gOE.gt OPUNOPEH e. 6 .5e30 LAY

.SggOE+g% LAY CLOSE 0. Y 1.e0_0 OPUN

.g00gE.01 OPUHOPEH _. 6 .$ge_ LA?

.g_g_E+el L_T CLO_E _. 7 1.e_g OP_M

.le46_4g_ HNCO¢UELE g.
,IeSeE+O2 OPUNO;Eh e. 6 .SOge LAY

.11€¢E.02 LA7 CLO_E 0. ? i.¢Og_ OP_H

°12_.0_ OP_HOPEh 9, 6 ._¢6 LA?

,133_E*e2 0P_N 0PEH g. 6 .50_0 LAY

.14_E+_B LA? ¢LOSE e." ? 1._eOS OP;N

,IS¢CE_a 0F_N OFEH e. 8 .50o6 LAY

.165_E+03 ¢:_N OPeN g. 6 .Se00 L_?

o_, .lYg_E+g3 L_? CLOSE g. ? 1.e_go op_

.l?l]E.gz L_3 _U_;T e. 2 .SOng k_3

• .l?63E+e2 LA3 _UA:_ e. 3 l,ea:8 FR_,

.18_£.02 O=_NOPEH 9. 6 .5_0 LAY

.l_g£oO_ _A7 CLOSE O. 7 1.egoo oP_

.lgSCE*02 L_5 F;_E g. 5 .S_8 HH_O

.zee_E.es LA7 C_OSE $. ? 1.00o0 OPUN

.2gg2E+_2 HHGQ¢LEJE, g,
,_ggE.e_ OPUHOFE_ e. 6 .50oo L_?

._l_eE*_ LA? CLOS_ 0. ? l.egge O=MN

.2_+_ OPU_OPEH 0. 6 .5_g$ L_Y

._30_E+_2 L_? CLOSE _. ? l,g_ 0:_

,24g_E+_2 O=;H OFEH 0. 6 .Se_g kAY

,2433E'0_ L_ k;_XT 0. 2 ,50_ LA3

.a4_pE_O_ LP? _LOSE g.

Ftgure 5 (ConLtnued)



.24S3E4e2 LA3 AUAZr e.
3 1._C0 FR£fl

.ES_OE+02 OP_H OPEH e.
G ..5_0 LA7

.ESE2E+_2 F_EM F_EE _.

.ESB3E*O_ LR4 TERM B.

.E_E3E_eE _ATU AUAZT 0.
•ESB3E+OE LA5 FREE e.

5 1._G35 HHGQ
.E_eOE*e2 _A? CLC££ _.

? 1.0_00 OPeN
.£_E,2E HN_Q OUEUE e.

S ,5JO0 LA?
.2?SOE.eE LA? CLCS_ _.

? l.e_e_ oPk,_l
.E85_E.eE OPU_ CFE_ e.

? l._9_e OP_

.30_E_E OPUHCFE_ eo

.3_EteE LA? CLOSE 8. _ .S_O0 L_?

.32¢_E*¢E L_? CLOSE e. G .S_Oe L_?

6 .Se_ l.q?

_3355Et_ "L_E _T e.
•S_e_ L_3

3 l.ee2e tEEn
4 l.eeo9 uA_U

._4SeE,_E CF_N C€£_ O.

.......... .3seeE.eE LA? CLOSE e.
? _.eeee o_uH

• 352_E*e_ L_E _ZT .3eeeE+eE
,3543E-o_ FR_ FREE _.

2 .Se_ L_3
.3545E-_E LA4 "ERF _.

._5;5E_22 L_3 AUA:T .3_00£*_E

.3_OE*_ L_5 rRE_ e.
3 1,0000 FREM
4 l.eooo URTU
5 8,42_9 HH_

,36_OE*OE Ln? CLOSE O.
? 1.0eO_ O_UN

.370_E+03 FRE_ FREE ,3_2_E¢¢E

.37g_E+_3 L_4 TE;_ .3_(E*_E

Figure 5 (Continued)



.37_0E.02 ¢PwNO_EM 0.
6 .5eo,_ LA?

.375_E.82 LA5 ;REE .3_eeE.e2

• 3g0_E+O_ O_H O_EH e.
G .59_ LA7

.395_E.O_ L_7 CLOSE 0.
7 1,0009 OPUN

•4050E-02 C;_M OFEH e.
6 .5_e LA7

.410eE,02 L_7 ¢LC_E O.
? 1.echo CPU_

.4€,._. 0,; O=,,,iHCFE_ _.
6 .5¢¢0 LA7

.425_E.02 LA7 CL0$E _.
? 1.8_ee 0PUN

.43_0S._2 GPUHOFEN e.
S .5_30 LA?

•44_E-e2 LA? CLOSE _.
7 1.eeoc 0PUH

.45_._ 02 0_UH OFE_ _.

.45_E+e_ LA? CLCSE _.
? 1.0_3 GPUH

>..j .4S92E,3_ HHGOC,E;E .3¢OeE.e2
•4_E_E-02 OPUNO_E_ _.

? 1._e OPUN
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III. Evaluation of the SLAM II Network Simulation Features

Conceptually, SLAM II network simulatlon features are an improvement over

the languages such as GPSS. The hypothetleal model given earller 111ustrates

the convenient implementation of a slmulatlon model using SLAM II. In addition,

SLAM II allows arbitrarily complex operations to be included in a network

model. For example, in the model the duration of the activity indexed 3 (line

18) could have been calculated as a complicated FORTRAN function and specified

here as a user function call instead of constant. The SLAM II system has many

good features as well as room for improvement. Several of the more important

capabilities and some of the unique features will be discussed here.

I. Interaction with FORTRAN

It is possible to call and execute a FORTRAN subroutine from within the

SLAM II network. The method is to code a special FORTRAN subroutine named EVENT

with a single integer parameter. The EVENT subroutine uses the parameter as an

index to determine the appropriate FORTRAN subroutine to execute. Within the

SLAM II network, when an entity enters an EVENT node, the subroutine EVENT is

called, which in turn calls the appropriate subroutine. The EVENT node has the

following syntax:

EVENT, 3EVNT, M;

3EVMT is the Index to the subroutine to be called by the EVENT subroutine. M

has the same meaning as in other nodes described earlier.

It is possible to send an entity Into the network from a FORTRANroutine.

Within the network, where the entity is to be entered from a FORTRANprogram,

the ENTER node should be coded. It has the following syntax:

ENTER, NUM, M;

NUMis a unique number to identify thls ENTER node; M is as before. In the
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FORTRAN routine, to enter an entity into the network requires the following

subroutine call:

CALL ENTER (NUM, A)

A is the array for the attributes of the entity. HUM is the identification of

the corresponding ENTER node in the network.

It is possible to change network status from a FORTRAN routine. Some

examples are given below:

To free a resource: CALL FREE (IR, N)

N units of resource number IR are released. The resources are numbered

according to the order they appear in the network declaration.

To alter a resource capability: CALL ALTER (IR, N)

The capacity of resource IR is reset to N.

To open a gate: CALL OPEN (n)

The nth gate is opened. The gates are ordered according to their sequential

position in the network coding.

To close a gate: CALL CLOSE (n)

The nth gate is closed.

To stop an activity: The corresponding activity duration must be specially

declared in the network as in: ACT, STOPA, (NTC);

In the FORTRAN routine: CALL STOPA (NTC) where NTC may be a constant, a

variable, or an attribute.

It is also possible to determine an activity duration through a FORTRAN

function or to assign an attribute value through a FORTRAN function. As for

functions, a special FORTRAN function named USERF with one integer parameter

must be included in the code. This function uses the parameter as an index to

identify the function to be called. When USERF (n) is referenced in appropriate

places in the network, the function USERF is called which in turn calls the

function to obtain the value. Examples are given in the following.
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ASSIGN, ATRIB (4) = USERF (I);

Assigns the value of the first function to attribute 4.

ACT, USERF (2);

Uses the value of the second function for duration.

The ability to include user written FORTRAN code gives added flexibility to

the SLAM II network simulation.

2. Branching

Entity's flow in the network typically need to branch nonsequentially.

SLAM II provides many types of branching capabilities.

Unconditional branching:

ACT,,,LABI.

Branches to the node with iabei LAB1.

ConditionaI branchinq:

ACT,, ATRIB (2). EO. 1, LAB2;

Branches to LAB2 if Attribute 2 is I.

Probabllstlc branching:

ACT,, .25, LAB3;

ACT,, .65, LAB4;

ACT,, .10, LAB5;

The probabiiities shouId add up to I.

DeIazed branchln_:

ACT, UNFRM (10, 20),, LAB5;

Branch with a deIay or duration, according to uniform distribution.

Multiple branghin_g:

AWAIT (3), PAD/1,2;

ACT/3, 1,, FREM;

ACT/4, X (I),, WATWN;
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As in lines 17, 18, and 19 of the previousmodel.

Multiplebranchingproducesmultiplecopies of the same entity. This is a

useful facilityas illustratedin the previousmodel.

One problemwith multiplebranchingis that in situationsas in the follow-

ing example,the last activitybecomesundefined. In the currentimplementa-

tion, there is not any warninggiven.

AWAIT (3), PAD/I, 2;

ACT/3, 1,, FREM;

ACT/#, XX (I),,WATWN;

ACT/8, 2,, LA#;

Combinationsof above:

The previoustypes of branchingcan be combined.

Re__a! ysservice_actiyities:

The key word ACT is the abbreviationof ACTIVITY. The examplesgiven above

in this subsectionare all on the regularactivities. Another type of activity

is the serviceactivity. The serviceactivityis an activityemanatingfrom a

SELECT or QUEUE node. The serviceactivitiesare to model single channel

queues,queueswith N identicalservers,or multiplechannelqueues with non-

identicalservers.

An entity enteringa serviceactivityseizes one server and releasesit

after the given duration. Serviceactivitiesalso allow branchingto specified

nodes, but unlike regularactivities,they also tie up a serverfor a given

period. In the examplesimulationmodel, Line 11 is a serviceactivityand all

the other activitiesare regular activities.

3. Blockinq,balkinq,and discarding

Entitiestrying to enter a QUEUE node or an AWAIT node may be blocked,may

balk, or may be discarded. That is, a QUEUE node or an AWAIT node has a
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capacity limit associated with the corresponding file. If the number of

entities waiting in the file equals to the file capacity, then the new arrivals

w111 be discarded if neither BLOCK nor BALK is specified. If BALK is specified,

then the new arrlval is sent to the node with the given label. If BLOCK is

specified, then the entity is to be blocked in the service activity ahead of

this node. Three examples are given below.

QUEUE (3), O, 5, BLOCK;

Queue on file 3, maximum 5 entities, block specified.

AWAIT (2/4), RES1/1, BALK (LA1);

Wait for 1 resource RESt on file 2 which has capacity #. In case of balking,

send to the node with label LAI.

QUEUE (2)9 09 4;

Queue on file 29 maximum # entities9 excess arrivals discarded.

These features are very convenient for many situations to be modeled. How-

ever9 the blocking works only if the preceding activity is a service activity.

In this case9 the preceding service activity is blocked when the blocking

occurs. However9 entities may unlntentlonally be lost if an AWAIT node or QUEUE

node is blocked followlng anything other than a service activity. Such cases

are not flagged by SLAM II. In the followlng two slmulatlons shown in Figure 69

each generates 5 entities9 but only 2 of them reach the final TERMINATEnode.

Three entities are lost at the AWAIT node and the QUEUEnode9 respectively.

Implicit discarding of entities is quite dangerous and requires very

careful attention by the programmer and analyst.

4. The trace feature

The trace feature9 as illustrated in the hypothetical model9 is very help-

ful for debugging and for visualizing a dynamic phenomenon. One can specify the

clock times for the start and stop of a trace. Thus9 the exact operations
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1 GEN,SHEN & MORRIS,TEST2 SS56,6/23/B2,1;
2 LIMIT,2,2,10;
3 HETWORK;
4 CREATE, IoO,1,S; ONE EHTIT¥ PER TIME UNIT,MAX S,MARK !
S _CT/I,I; DURATION I TIME UNIT
G QUEUE(1),O,lo_LOCK; QUEUE OH FILE I,CAP I,BLOCK
7 ACT(1)/2,6_ CAP 1, DURATIOH 6 TIME UNITS
8 TERMIMATE;
g ENDHETWORK;
I0 IHITIALIZE,8,5_;
1! MOHTR,TRACE°O°SO°I;
12 FIH;

1 GEN,SHEN L MORRIS,TEST1 $55Ss6/_3/02o1_
LIM'ITSs2,2,10;

3 HETWORK;
4 RESOURCE/XRE5(1),I; OHE XRES,WAIT IH FILE I
S ¢_EATEsIoQ,ltS_ ONE EHTITY PER TIME UNIT,MAX S°MARK I
G QCT!I,I; DURATIOH I TIME UNIT
7 AUA!T(I/I),XRES/1,BLOCK; I XRES,FILE I CAP I,BLOCK
8 ACT/_,6; DURATICH 6 TIME UMITS
9 FREE,XRE5/I; RELEASE 1XRES
10 TERrlIHQTE;
11 EHDNETU_RK;
I_ IHITIALIZE,@,5_;
13 MOHTR,TRACE,Q,SQ°I;
14 FIN;

Figure 6 - Examples of simuIatton in which entities are lost.

during specific periods can be observed. One deficiency about the trace is that

does not give the SELECT nodes nor the servlce activities. Hence, the entire

picture cannot always be seen. There Is also a llmlt of up to 5 attributes that

be displayed in the trace report.

The summary reports

The summary reports are generated with practically no programmer efforts.

They provide quite sufficient information for most simulation purposes. Addi-

tional reports may be generated in FORTRAN subroutines called from the network

desirable.

Intermediate summary reports may be generated If they are requested on the

HONTR statement. The intermediate reports, generated at specific clock times as

requested, are for the status immediately before the specific clock time, not at
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the end. In other words, the report for clock time 100 is for what happened

immedlately before clock time 100. This may be misleading at times.

A problem with the intermediate reports which may cause confusion is that

an activity that has not ended is not counted. Consider an activity which is

supposed to end for an entity at the beginning of clock time 5. The actual pro-

cessing of its ending is at the beginning of clock time 5. The intermediate

report for clock time 5 will not include this entity in the aotivity's entity

count even if the entity entered the activity at, say clock time 2. This result

is confusing and mlsleading. A person reading several intermediate reports may

find that sometimes the correct number of entities are in the entity counts, but

at other times the entity counts are a little short.

However, in the final summary report, this problem is corrected. In other

words, if the final summary report is also for clock time 5, then the problem

described above disappears from the final summary report.

6. The symbolism

The nodes and the branches of the network may be represented symbolically

as illustrated earlier. The network should be drawn graphically to help visual-

ize the model. This helps in detecting errors and in building a good model. It

amounts to flowcharting for other types of computer programming.

The symbolism used by the Pritsker and Associates, Inc. is complicated.

The graphic symbols are based on those used in Q-GERT [6], but they are diffi-

cult to learn and hard to retain. A simple circle or a rectangle is sufficient

to represent any node. A key word may be added to the circle or rectangle to

indicate the type of node it represents. Such simplifled notation would cause

no problems for the experienced users of SLAM II or Q-GERT, but this would

definitely help those new to the system or those who do not work with it very

often.
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Comments in English written beside the nodes in the network graph also

proved helpful. This idea was used in our hypothetical model. Without such

comments, the network graph would be dlffioult to understand.

The parameters of the nodes and the activities are position-significant.

Therefore, use of special symbols for the parameters are not necessary. For

example, consider the following two node statement syntax representations:

CREATE, TBC, TF, MA, MC, M;

PREEMPT (IFL)/PR, RLBL, SNLBL, NATR, M;

From a human engineering point of view, a simplified representation such as

CREATE, A, B, C, D, E;

PREEMPT, A, B, C, D, E, F;

is easier to understand and less error prone for programmers to verify their

codings. Because in this simplified representation, a programmer can more easi-

ly detect, for instance, the misposition of a parameter, or the missing of a

parameter. Such representation is used in many computer languages including

GPSS.

7. System l!mitatlons

Any computer software has limitations on data configurations. A simulation

language processor is not immune to this problem. However, a good system should

allow sufficiently high limitations which hopefully will not be reached under

most situations. Modern computer programming languages such as PASCAL [7],

SIMULA [5], and many others allow users to dynamically declare their space

requirements.

SLAM II does allow the users to dynamically declare certain space require-

ments, but they are subject to rather stringent constraints. The constraints

are listed in the following.

(I) The number of attributes of each entity < 98.
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The same amount of space Is reserved for the purpose of attributes for all

the different entity types. If most entity types have only one or two attri-

butes but one entity type has, say, 90 attributes, then the space for 90 attri-

butes is reserved for all the entities. In such a case, space may be greatly

wasted.

(2) The number of entities that can concurrently exist in the model < an

indefinite number.

This number varies according to the size of the model. In the previous

hypothetical model, a deolaratlon of 791 causes input error. For a complicated

and large model with large attribute size, this number may be down to 100 or

less.

(3) The number of files < 100.

This number is a limit on the number of QUEUE and AWAIT nodes that may

exist in the model. In case some nodes require more than one file each, then

less than 99 such nodes are allowed.

(4) The number of indexed activities < 50.

This is not a limit on the number of activities allowed in a model. How-

ever, only the indexed ones have statistics maintained and reported. On the

other hand, service activities do have utility statistics reported whether they

are indexed or not.

All the above restrictions may be modified if a user knows how to appropri-

ately change the source SLAM II programs. However, requiring users to modify

the source code is not a good practice. It means another level of complexlty

and possibly user introduced errors. At the same time, most of these limits are

set high enough so that many users would not be required to change the limlts.

8. Model integrity

A good programming language processor should help programmers write

correct programs. Error oheckings should be beyond the syntax within single
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lines or statements. SLAM II does perform such checklngs and provides many

helpful error messages. The following gives some examples on what SLAM II does

-- and does not do.

Entities are placed on specific files to wait in queues at QUEULEnodes

or to wait for resources at AWAIT nodes. Such files should be unique for each

QUEUEnode or AWAIT node. When a QUEUEnode and an AWAIT node both use the

same file, a SLAM input error is detected before the simulation is attempted.

An input error Is also detected if two QUEUE nodes use the same flle. However,

if two AWAIT nodes use the same file, then no error Is detected. When an AWAIT

node uses a flle which Is not specified for the corresponding resource, no error

is detected.

Two different resources should have mutually excluslve sets of flles asso-

elated with them for the entities waiting for the resources. SLAM II does not

detect the error if this restriction Is vlolated. Any undetected error concern-

ing the flles for AWAIT, QUEUE, and RESOURCE may cause erroneous entity flow in

the network and possibly unintentional discarding of some entities.

The possiblllty of discarding entities wlthout explioltly terminating them

may cause accidental loss of entities In various parts of a network model.

Another example In which thls may happen is the misuse of BLOCK as discussed

previously.

Another point concerning Integrity that was discussed earlier is that the

Intermedlate summary reports do not typically give correct entity counts.

. The summary reports use the term "utilization" in an unconventloanl manner,

which may cause a misinterpretation of the result. The term is generally under-

stood to be the time used divided by time available; thus, it is always less

than or equal to one. In the summary report, many utllization values are
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greater than one. It appears that "number of entities" may be a more appropri-

ate term than "utilization" In the reports.

9. Some Other factors

The availability and user population are often a factor in choosing a com-

puter software system. SLAM II currently is available on a large number of

different computers. According to the company, its user installations numbered

about 400, including some duplicate Installations In slngle institutions. Among

them about 200 are In unlversitles. Thus, the avallability and portabillty are

reasonably good. Its user population Is small but growing rapldly.

SLAM II documentation has room for Improvement. The textbook entitled

Introduction to Simulatlon and SLAM by Prltsker and Pegden [I] contains the most

information on the language, but is not up to date. A separate manual entitled

SLAM II, Enchanted Slmulatlon Capabilitles [2] contalns the updated informa-

tion. The text book does have many examples which provide helpful illustrations

of the use of the different features of the language. The SLAM II source

listings have less than adequate remarks to explain the different parts of the

programs.

Special training courses are offered by Pritsker and Associates, Inc., how-

ever, such training courses may be too brief for people without prior experience

in a comparable simulation language.

The company does provide very good user services, and a telephone llne Is
T

maintained to answer questions or to help programmers.

Experiments to test or to compare the SLAM II execution efficiency have not

been made. As computers get cheaper rapldly, the execution efficiency is often

becoming a secondary factor to be considered nowadays.
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IV. Conclusion

SLAM II is a general purpose simulation language that offers the user a

language system which in a relatively short period of time can be used to

develop network simulation models that can be successfully run and provide use-

ful results in a standardized output. The flexibility of the system should

allow discrete event and continuous modeling in combination with the network

simulation. The use of the language for more extensive modellng appllcations

will require more care on the part of the user because the system also has

limitations which may cause undetected loss of entities, dupllcate use of the

sam_ file, and reports which may mislead the user. New users of this language

system need to be especially cautioned about these model characteristics so that

these problems may be avoided.
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